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AN ACT to amend the executive law, in relation to prohibiting employers from seeking
salary history from prospective employees.
LAW & SECTION REFERRED TO: Section 296 of the executive law.

THE COMMITTEE ON WOMEN IN THE LAW
SUPPORTS THIS LEGISLATION
The New York State Bar Association’s Committee on Women in the Law (CWIL)
supports this Bill, which would amend the Executive Law in relation to prohibiting
employers from seeking salary history from prospective employees.
BACKGROUND
The 1963 Equal Pay Act and Title VII of the 1964 Civil Rights Act established the legal
right to equal pay for equal work. These laws sought to correct historic discriminatory
employment practices and wage inequities based on sex, race, color, national origin and
religion. Although gaps in pay generally have narrowed in the intervening years, in part
due to continued legislative efforts as well as changing attitudes, a gender pay gap
persists, especially for women as compared to non-Hispanic white men, the largest
workforce demographic group. According to the U.S. Census Bureau’s 2015 figures, the
nationwide median wage gap between women’s and men’s salaries is 80 cents to the
dollar.1 The gap is wider, based on recent numbers from the Pew Foundation, for women
who are African Americans (63 cents) or Hispanic (54 cents), and for men who are
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African American (73 cents) or Hispanic (69 cents).2 Other factors that may influence
pay equity include age, educational attainment, disability, sexual orientation and identity,
and immigrant status.
Researchers and economists have sought to explain the persistence of the gender pay gap
by citing, for example, differences in the types of fields women tend to gravitate towards
(e.g., social work versus aerospace engineering), differences in women’s willingness or
ability to spend longer hours at the office, women’s tendency to spend child-bearing
years out of work or in jobs with more flexible hours, and differences in women’s salary
negotiations.3 Yet, notwithstanding choices that women may make or barriers they may
face, few dispute that discriminatory bias towards women contributes in part to pay
inequity.
ANALYSIS
This Bill would amend the Executive Law by making it an “unlawful discriminatory
practice” for an employer to “seek a salary history from a prospective employee for an
interview or as a condition for employment.”4
Prospective employees are free to provide salary information as part of the negotiation
process; employers may discuss salary, benefits and other compensation expectations
with the applicant; and a prospective employer may confirm salary history “after
obtaining written authorization from the prospective employee.”5 Although the law is not
as clear as it could be regarding how businesses would operationalize this third exception,
presumably what is intended is that the employer may ask for salary history following a
conditional job offer in order to confirm the employee’s job history. We suggest that the
legislature require employers to give prospective employees a conditional job offer
before asking for salary history and to clarify that employers may not use this provision
to undermine the purpose of the law.
The Bill would also require the New York State Division of Human Rights to establish a
public awareness campaign to publicize the prohibition, and to collect and publish data
on complaints about violations.
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LEGISLATIVE INTENT
The primary goal of this Bill would be to “prevent gender based wage discrimination
from when women enter the labor force.” 6
A critical point that underlies the rationale for the Bill is that employers who use prior
wage history to set wages for a new employee will perpetuate an underlying wage
disparity that existed from any employer in a woman's work history, including,
potentially, her very first employer. A major 2013 study from the American Association
of University Women found that on average women are paid 6.6 percent less than men in
their very first jobs even when taking into account other demographic information.7 As
research has shown that women start out with a lower salary to begin with, "pegging new
wages to old wages maintains the discriminatory practice."8 An employer’s use of salary
history guarantees that pay inequality follows workers wherever they go, regardless of
their profession or skills. With this Bill, prospective employers would instead have to use
the employee’s education, experience, and workplace and industry standards as
guideposts.
BENEFITING WOMEN AND MEN OF ALL BACKGROUNDS
Women are not the only demographic group who would benefit from the Bill. Because
the prohibition affects all job seekers, other groups who could reasonably expect to
benefit include men and women whose wages may have been affected by other forms of
discrimination in prior jobs (e.g., race, ethnicity, disability, sexual orientation), workers
whose salaries were depressed during the recession, and older workers who may be
seeking, out of necessity, a job at a lower pay scale.
Without such legislation, courts may impose their own standards to determine whether
employers can use differences in employees’ pay history to support continuing pay
inequity. In a recent 9th Circuit case, the court overturned a lower court ruling to hold
that employers could “base a pay differential on prior salary so long as [the employer]
showed that its use of prior salary effectuated some business policy and that the employer
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used the factor reasonably” in light of its business purposes.9 Courts in the 7th and 8th
Circuits have held similarly.10
NEW YORK CITY, OTHER STATES SUPPORT PROHIBITIONS AGAINST
SALARY HISTORY
In 2016, Massachusetts became the first state to pass a law prohibiting employers from
inquiring about a job applicant’s salary history. Since then, comparable laws have been
introduced in several other states and cities, including New Jersey, California, Maryland,
Pittsburgh, and Washington, D.C.
New York City’s Mayor de Blasio recently signed a pay history bill similar to This Bill.
It covers all public and private NYC employers.11 Additionally, New York City and
State already ban their respective government agencies from salary inquiries prior to a
conditional offer of employment (though most of these salaries are set by collective
bargaining agreements).12
Nevertheless, a handful of critics allege that enacting such a law may unduly burden
employers, spur increased litigation, and make the salary negotiation process more
complicated. In Philadelphia, the city recently agreed to stay the enforcement of its own
wage history law after the local Chamber of Commerce sued, claiming that the law
violated employers’ free speech and Due Process rights. In Massachusetts, however, the
Boston Chamber of Commerce participated in the drafting of that state’s bill and
strongly supported it.
CONCLUSION
Prohibiting employers from inquiring about a prospective employee’s salary history frees
employees from the weight of any past discriminatory bias that held their wages down,
and potentially benefits other prospective employees whose salary histories may
negatively impact future job and salary prospects. While not a complete fix for the pay
gap, the bill would benefit all New Yorkers by moving us another step toward equal pay
for equal work.
Based on the foregoing, the New York State Bar Association’s Committee on Women in
the Law SUPPORTS the enactment of this legislation.
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